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SUBJECT HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK     

 
  ENGLISH 

1.Prepare a creative and attractive newspaper on Lakshadweep and Andaman and Nicobar Island, including their 

food,festivals, art and craft, tourist places, dance ,authors, etc. Use a chart paper for this project. 

2.Make flash cards on any 5 poetic devices (meaning and an example of each) 

3. Revise the work done in the class. 

NOTE : 1 and 2 will be marked for the Internal Assessment as per CBSE guidelines 

 
 

HINDI 

 
1. ससससससस स ससससससस सस सससससस ससस सससससससस ससससससससस ससस सससससस 
2. ससससससससस सस सससससस सससस, ससससससस, सससस, ससससससस ससस सस ससससससस ससससस सससस 
सससससससस(सससस) ससससस ससससस 
3. सससस ससस ससस सससस,  सससससस सस सससस ससससससस सस सससससससस सससस ससस सससससस 
4. ससस सस सससससस स ससससससस सससस ससस ससससस सस सस सससस सससससस 

 
 

MATHS 

Q-1 Practise 5 questions daily from R.D. Sharma or from any other reference book from chapters – 1,2,3,12 and 14. 
 
Q-2 Given three (3) activities from maths lab manual. 
 
Q-3. learn and write all the algebraic identities and all the formulae from the completed chapters. 
 
Q-4 Learn square from 1 to 40 and cube from 1 to 20. 
 
Q-5 Represent on no line :- a. √11 b. √17 c.√13 d. √8.5 e. √9.8. 
 
Q-6 Solve all the assignments from different chapters in separate note copy that (sent in group) 
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SCIENCE 

Physics -  
1. Do the given worksheet. 
Chemistry  
1. Write all 5 practicals in your lab manual that have been performed in the lab. 
2. Revise chapter 1 
Biology  
1. Complete all intext & exercise question answers in your biology note book. 
2. Prepare a project file ( not more than 5 pages ) on - Genetically modified animals. 
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SOCIAL SCIENCE 

1.Make a project report on Natural Disaster and Management.(Use A4 sheet) 

2. Write about the Culture, Religion , Population and Festivals of Lakshadweep.(Use A4 sheet). 

3. Revise all work done in class . 

4. Show the following on Physical Map of India and paste it on A4 sheet. 

Indian Standard Time (IST), Northern Plains ,The Great Himalaya, Plateau, The Great Indian Desert, Islands. 

 
 

COMPUTER 

 Assignment : on  Discuss internet protocols  (10-15) pages.  
 1.What are computer network protocols? How many types of protocol are used? Discuss these protocols and 
their importance in details 

 
ARTS 

 
1. Make a beautiful modern art from your art book, page number 85, on an A3 size ivory sheet. 



 

 


